We introduce an expansion of the equation of state for additive hard-sphere mixtures in powers of the total packing fraction with coefficients which depend on a set of weighted densities used in scaled particle theory and fundamental measure theory. We demand that the mixture equation of state recovers the quasiexact Carnahan-Starling ͓J. Chem. Phys. 51, 635 ͑1969͔͒ result in the case of a one-component fluid and show from thermodynamic considerations and consistency with an exact scaled particle relation that the first and second orders of the expansion lead unambiguously to the Boublík-Mansoori-Carnahan-Starling-Leland ͓J. Chem. Phys. 53, 471 ͑1970͒; J. Chem. Phys. 54, 1523 ͑1971͔͒ equation and the extended Carnahan-Starling equation introduced by Santos et al. ͓Mol. Phys. 96, 1 ͑1999͔͒. In the third order of the expansion, our approach allows us to define a new equation of state for hard-sphere mixtures which we find to be more accurate than the former equations when compared to available computer simulation data for binary and ternary mixtures. Using the new mixture equation of state, we calculate expressions for the surface tension and excess adsorption of the one-component fluid at a planar hard wall and compare its predictions to available simulation data.
I. INTRODUCTION
The hard-sphere fluid represents the standard reference system in the theory of simple ͑atomic͒ fluids and colloidal suspensions. It constitutes an appropriate starting point for perturbative treatments which include more realistic interactions. 1 In experiments with index-matched chargedstabilized colloids it is possible to screen off the electrostatic interactions to a large degree by increasing the ion concentration of the solution, such that an almost perfect hardsphere fluid can be prepared. For instance, in such highly screened colloidal suspensions, the measured equation of state ͑EOS͒ resembles closely the theoretical result for monodisperse hard spheres, including the freezing transition. 2 While for the monodisperse hard-sphere system both the bulk behavior and the inhomogeneous structure in external fields are well understood, hard-sphere mixtures, which display rich phase diagrams, are subject to current theoretical and experimental studies. For an overview on the phase diagram of asymmetric binary hard-sphere mixtures, see Ref. 3 . Weakly asymmetric binary hard-sphere mixtures can display even more complex solid phases. 4 However, we shall not touch upon the subtle questions such as fluid-fluid demixing, which is found to be metastable with respect to freezing, 3 and liquid-solid coexistence arising in high density regions of the phase diagram. Our focus is on the mixed fluid phase. In the case of the monodisperse fluid, the pressure in this region is well described by the simple and very accurate Carnahan-Starling ͑CS͒ EOS. 5 Based on the analytical solution of the Percus-Yevick ͑PY͒ integral equation for the hardsphere mixture 6 the CS EOS has been extended empirically to the additive hard-sphere mixture. The most common extension is the Boublík-Mansoori-Carnahan-Starling-Leland ͑BMCSL͒ EOS ͑Refs. 7 and 8͒ which has the merit to be simple and accurate at the same time. More recently, Santos et al. introduced the so-called extended Carnahan-Starling ͑eCS͒ EOS, 9 which is comparable in its complexity and accuracy to the BMCSL EOS. Recent computer simulations for ternary mixtures 10 indicate, however, that a small but systematic deviation is inherent to these mixture extensions of the CS EOS. In the present work we want to propose a new EOS which is more accurate, when compared to simulation data, than the corresponding BMCSL and eCS results and of comparable simplicity. Similar to earlier theories, we use the solution of the PY integral equation as a starting point. However, our approach incorporates ideas from scaled particle theory ͑SPT͒, 11, 12 which is known to yield an EOS for hard-sphere mixtures which is identical to that obtained from the PY compressibility route, 13 as well as from Rosenfeld's fundamental measure theory ͑FMT͒. 14 FMT also takes other thermodynamical quantities of the mixture into account, such as the free energy density, and allows for an accurate description of inhomogeneous hard-sphere fluid mixtures. Although the present work deals with the homogeneous ͑"bulk"͒ fluid, we use Rosenfeld's ideas and notation for the derivation of the SPT results 15 ͑see Sec. II͒, omitting contributions due to inhomogeneities. A key ingredient of FMT are the four weighted densities that comprise the total particle number density and the densities weighted according to the radius, surface, and volume of the respective component. The PY and BMCSL EOSs can be written in terms of the weighted densities and one can easily show that this is also the case for the eCS EOS. However, while the PY EOS is consistent with a thermodynamic description of the fluid that restricts to the weighted densities, the more accurate BMCSL EOS gives rise to an inconsistency. 16 The purpose of this work is to introduce a systematic incorporation of the CS EOS into the context of SPT and FMT, making use of a suitable expansion in powers of the total packing fraction ͑Sec. III͒. In our approach we highlight that a combination of an accurate input EOS for the pure hard-sphere fluid and thermodynamic consistency allows us to go beyond empirical attempts to finding an appropriate expression of the EOS of hard-sphere mixtures. The first and second orders of the introduced expansion lead to the BMCSL and eCS EOSs, respectively, both being inconsistent with an exact SPT relation. The third order expansion allows for the definition of a new EOS that yields a consistent description for the one-component fluid. The three EOSs are compared to simulation data for hard-sphere mixtures ͑Sec. IV͒. The new EOS is shown to improve upon the BMCSL and eCS EOSs. Following Ref. 17 we derive an expression for the wall-fluid surface tension of a pure hardsphere fluid at a planar hard wall corresponding to the new EOS. We compare our results for the surface tension and excess adsorption to an empirical expression and simulation data.
II. FUNDAMENTAL MEASURE THEORY FOR THE HARD-SPHERE FLUID
We start with the general thermodynamic relation of the bulk fluid that the grand potential density = ⍀ / V of a system with volume V equals the negative of the pressure, i.e., =−p. On the other hand, we have = f id + ␤ −1 ⌽ − ͚ i i i , where the free energy density has been decomposed into the ideal gas part f id and the excess ͑over ideal gas͒ part ␤ −1 ⌽. The sum extends over all components, i =1, ... ,, of the fluid mixture with corresponding chemical potential i = ‫␤͑ץ‬ −1 ⌽ + f id ͒ / ‫ץ‬ i and particle number density i = N i / V. Combining both relations, we obtain
where ␤f id = ͚ i i ͑ln ⌳ i 3 i −1͒ and ⌳ i are the thermal wavelengths.
Following Rosenfeld, 14 we assume that the excess free energy density ⌽ of the hard-sphere mixture depends on the densities i and the size of all components only via the weighted densities
͑2͒
where R i , A i =4R i 2 , and V i = ͑4/3͒R i 3 are the radius, the surface area, and the volume of a sphere of species i, respectively. Since ⌽ has the dimension of a number density, i.e., an inverse volume, and the only multiplicative combinations of n 0 , n 1 , and n 2 with the same dimension are n 0 , n 1 n 2 , and n 2 3 , Rosenfeld proposed as ansatz for the excess free energy density ⌽ = f͑n 3 ͒n 0 + g͑n 3 ͒n 1 n 2 + h͑n 3 ͒n 2 3 . At this stage f͑n 3 ͒, g͑n 3 ͒, and h͑n 3 ͒ are unknown functions of the dimensionless quantity n 3 .
This structure of ⌽ implies that the excess chemical potential of species i is given by
which is the reversible work to insert a sphere of species i into a given bulk mixture. If the size of the inserted sphere is increased ͑R i → ϱ͒ the excess chemical potential is dominated by the leading order term, which is the work against the pressure of the bulk fluid for creating a cavity large enough to hold the particle. This idea can be expressed by the exact scaled particle relation 11, 13, 18 lim
from which one can find, within the framework of FMT, the relation
Assuming the FMT form for ⌽, Eq. ͑1͒ gives a second expression for the pressure:
Note that n 0 on the right hand side of Eq. ͑6͒ is the ideal gas contribution to the pressure. From these two equations for the pressure, we obtain
The dimensional ansatz for ⌽ leads to a unique solution with the correct low-density behavior, i.e., ⌽ must be at least quadratic in the densities i for i → 0 to assure that the excess chemical potential vanishes and the third virial coefficient must be recovered. 14 The solution is
and the corresponding pressure is equal to the PY compressibility result:
While this result for ⌽ is constructed so that it is thermodynamically fully consistent, i.e., the EOSs obtained from Eq. ͑8͒ via Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ are both equal to the PY pressure, Eq. ͑9͒, it is important to notice that at high densities ␤p PY deviates significantly from computer simulations.
III. INCORPORATION OF THE CARNAHAN-STARLING EQUATION OF STATE
As the unique solution for the excess free energy density within SPT is ⌽ SPT which leads to the PY EOS ͑9͒, every other ͑more accurate͒ EOS can only fit approximatively into the framework of SPT. In particular, Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ no longer lead to identical expressions for the pressure. 16 In the following we introduce a systematic expansion of the pressure in terms of the weighted densities ͑2͒ and incorporate the CS EOS on different levels of the expansion by seeking to increase the consistency between Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒.
The CS EOS for a one-component hard-sphere fluid in terms of its density and packing fraction =4R 3 /3 reads
͑10͒
In the case of a fluid mixture, the weighted density n 3 takes the role of the total packing fraction. Inspired by the form of Eq. ͑10͒, it is instructive to reduce Eq. ͑9͒ to a common denominator:
͑11͒
We consider the numerator as the starting point for a systematic expansion in the dimensionless n 3 with coefficients that are linear combinations of n 0 , n 1 n 2 , and n 2 3 . For the purpose of this work, the expansion is pursued up to third order, i.e., we use
as the most general ansatz within FMT for the EOS of the hard-sphere mixture. To simplify the following expressions, we make two preliminary remarks on the coefficients. Since p ͑3͒ is intended to be a generalization to mixtures of the CS EOS ͑10͒, we require that it reduces to p CS in the case of a one-component fluid. This condition implies immediately that c 3 = 0 as the corresponding term is ϰ 6 , whereas the highest power in the numerator of p CS is ϰ 4 . It also follows that b 3 =−12c 2 in order to assure that the terms ϰ 5 in p ͑3͒ compensate. For additional conditions for the unknown constants in Eq. ͑12͒ we now turn to the excess free energy density ⌽ ͑3͒ that corresponds to p ͑3͒ by solving Eq. ͑6͒ with p = p ͑3͒ . Again, the solution is obtained using the ansatz ⌽ ͑3͒ = f͑n 3 ͒n 0 + g͑n 3 ͒n 1 n 2 + h͑n 3 ͒n 2 3 and choosing integration constants such that the additional part to ⌽ SPT is at least of fourth order in the i for i → 0. We obtain
where
In the following, we examine the consistency of ⌽ ͑3͒ with Eq. ͑5͒ for different orders of the n 3 expansion.
A. First order n 3 expansion
In the case of a first order expansion in n 3 , the pressure p ͑1͒ and the excess free energy density ⌽ ͑1͒ are obtained from the general expressions, Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑13͒, by setting b 2 = c 2 = a 3 = b 3 = c 3 = 0. The remaining free parameter c 1 can be determined from the condition that p ͑1͒ has to reduce to p CS for the one-component fluid. We find c 1 =1/͑36͒. The resulting expression for p ͑1͒ is precisely the BMCSL EOS ͑Refs. 7 and 8͒
It is interesting to see that ␤p BMCSL , which originally was obtained from an empirical mixing of two-thirds of the PY compressibility EOS with one-third of the PY virial pressure, can also be derived within the present framework. 
B. Second order n 3 expansion
The pressure p ͑2͒ and the excess free energy density ⌽ we have to set c 1 =1/͑18͒ and b 2 =1/3. Interestingly, the resulting EOS is the eCS EOS which has been introduced first by Santos et al.,
and was found to be slightly more accurate, when compared to computer simulation data, than the BMCSL EOS.
For this particular choice of parameters, the degree of consistency for the pure fluid can be seen from the expansions 
C. Third order n 3 expansion
The third order expansion in n 3 for the pressure p ͑3͒ and the excess free energy density ⌽ ͑3͒ is given by Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑13͒ with c 3 = 0 and b 3 =−12c 2 . In addition, a 3 =36c 1 −3b 2 − 1 is required in order to ensure that p ͑3͒ = p CS for the one-component fluid. It turns out that for b 2 =24c 1 − 1 and c 2 =1/͑36͒ the description of the one-component fluid ͑ocf͒ through the CS EOS is fully consistent with the SPT equation, i.e., we have ␤p ocf
Note, however, that the equality does not hold for the mixtures, i.e., in terms of the weighted densities n 0 , ... ,n 3 .
One of the parameters c 1 , b 2 , and a 3 can be chosen freely. It seems natural to attempt to extend the requirement of consistency between Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ to binary mixtures in a first step. However, the virial expansions of Eqs. ͑5͒ and ͑6͒ show that there is no suitable choice of the parameters which could increase the degree of consistency for the general binary mixture. On the other hand, a 3 can be chosen to reproduce the exact low-density result for the surface tension, 19 see also Sec. IV B. The corresponding EOS, however, performs worse than the BMCSL and eCS EOSs. Therefore, we set a 3 = 0 for the simplicity of the resulting EOS and find our choice justified a posteriori by the agreement with simulation data. The whole set of parameters then reads c 1 =1/͑18͒, b 2 =1/3, c 2 =1/͑36͒, a 3 =0, b 3 =−1/3, and c 3 = 0. Accordingly, the pressure arising from the third order expansion is related to the extended CS formula by
and can be written in a simple explicit form
IV. COMPARISON WITH SIMULATION DATA

A. Binary and ternary mixtures
In Table I we compare the compressibility z = ␤p / of binary hard-sphere mixtures obtained by computer simulations to those calculated from p BMCSL , p eCS , and the new EOS p ͑3͒ . First we note that the BMCSL EOS has a general tendency to slightly underestimate the pressure. At closer examination, the eCS EOS tends to systematically overestimate the pressure slightly. This becomes most visible in the data for = 0.45 or = 0.49. While it is fair to say that all three equations are in good agreement with the simulations for binary mixtures, we find that the pressure p ͑3͒ proposed in this work is always between p BMCSL and p eCS and describes the numerical data most reliably. This is substantiated by the fact that the deviation of z ͑3͒ from the simulation data is always below five times the error of the simulation data whereas z BMCSL and z eCS deviate by about ten times the numerical error for several data points.
The small systematic errors of p BMCSL and p eCS that show up for binary mixtures are more pronounced in the case of ternary mixtures. 10 This led the authors of Ref. 10 to speculate that an arithmetic average of the BMCSL and eCS EOSs would lead to improved results. The interpolation between BMCSL and eCS EOSs is realized by the EOS p ͑3͒ through physically motivated concepts, rather than through an empirical fitting to data. In Table II we show simulation data for the excess chemical potentials i ex with i = s , m , l for the small, medium, and large spheres in ternary mixtures together with the deviations of the calculations for the three EOSs according to Eq. ͑3͒. The quality of the EOS, Eq. ͑25͒, is clearly visible from the excellent agreement with the numerical data. Except for one data point, the deviation is always within the statistical error.
B. Planar wall surface tension and excess adsorption
In this section, we discuss properties of the onecomponent hard-sphere fluid with radius R and packing fraction adsorped on a planar hard wall by considering a particular limit of a binary mixture. Following Ref. 17 we consider a homogeneous hard-sphere fluid into which we insert a single big hard sphere of radius R b . The change in grand potential due to the insertion of the big sphere is described by its excess chemical potential. In the limit of R b → ϱ it becomes clear that in addition to the scaled particle equation, Eq. ͑5͒, which identifies the pressure as ‫ץ‬⌽ / ‫ץ‬n 3 , it is also possible to give the derivative of the excess free energy density ⌽ with respect to the weighted density n 2 a clear physical meaning. We obtain
the wall-fluid surface tension of a hard-sphere fluid at a planar hard wall. Note that the value of the wall-fluid surface tension depends on the definition of the dividing surface. By construction, Eq. ͑26͒ chooses the dividing interface to be the physical wall, which we denote by the index w. In order to be able to compare this prediction to other results, it is useful to also specify the surface tension for that dividing surface which limits the accessible volume for the centers of the spheres. This surface is parallel to the physical wall but shifted by the distance R and hence we obtain
From the different approximations of the excess free energy density ⌽ ͑i͒ , i = 1 , . . . , 3, considered in this work, we can calculate corresponding approximations for the wall-fluid surface tension, namely, ͑1͒ , ͑2͒ , and ͑3͒ . However, we give the explicit expression only for ͑3͒ :
For the surface tension of the hard-sphere fluid there exists an empirical result by Henderson and Plischke ͑HP͒, 22 which is often quoted as quasiexact description of the wallfluid surface tension,
and which was obtained by fitting molecular dynamics ͑MD͒ simulation data. 23 In order to compare our result to HP we expand The smallness of the contributions from third and higher order terms leads us to define the following approximation to ͑3͒ :
which confirms the empirical form of the HendersonPlischke surface tension although the numerical coefficients in HP and ͑3͒ are clearly different. Note that the coefficient 44/ 35 in the Henderson-Plischke expression is imposed if one requires to recover the exact low-density limit. 19 This limit can also be achieved on the level of the third order n 3 expansion by choosing a 3 = 107/ 70 instead of a 3 = 0. This choice, however, would significantly worsen the EOS p ͑3͒ as we checked by comparison with the pressures from simulations.
An examination of the different expressions for , which we plot in Fig. 1 25 ͑MC͒ simulation data for the surface tension it is impossible to decide whether HP or ͑3͒ is more accurate at high densities. In the low-density regime HP , which is exact to third order in , is superior to ͑3͒ . Another quantity studied in simulations is the excess adsorption ⌫ at the planar wall which is defined as the excess ͑over bulk͒ number of adsorbed particles per unit surface. For the case of a planar hard wall, ⌫ can be calculated from Gibbs' adsorption theorem:
.
͑32͒
In Fig. 2 we compare the results for ⌫ corresponding to the surface tensions ͑1͒ , ͑2͒ , and ͑3͒ to the result ⌫ HP calculated from HP . Again, the comparison to MD simulation data 23 does not allow one to decide whether ⌫ HP or ⌫ ͑3͒ is more accurate. The conclusion that can be drawn from the study of ⌫ is that both expressions are more accurate than ⌫ ͑1͒ and ⌫ ͑2͒ . This can be stated since the error bars for ⌫ are smaller with respect to the deviations between the various expressions than in the case of the surface tension . For large packing fractions Շ 0.494 the relative deviation from ⌫ HP is about 5.0% for ⌫ ͑1͒ , 2.5% for ⌫ ͑2͒ , and 1.0% for ⌫ ͑3͒ .
V. CONCLUSION
We have introduced an expansion of the EOS of hardsphere mixtures in powers of the total packing fraction n 3 with coefficients that depend on the weighted densities n 0 , n 1 , and n 2 . We consider the first three orders of the expansion and determine the coefficients by applying a thermodynamic description of the hard-sphere mixture in terms of the weighted densities and maximizing the consistency with an exact SPT relation. Additionally, we require that the CS EOS is recovered in the limiting case of a one-component fluid. The first and second order results that follow unambiguously from the method turn out to be the BMCSL and eCS EOSs which are two EOSs frequently used for the hard-sphere mixture which are simple and accurate at the same time. The third order expansion leads us to the definition of a new EOS, Eq. ͑25͒, which possesses the nice property to be fully consistent for the case of the one-component fluid. Moreover we find, by comparing to simulation data for binary and ternary mixtures, that the new EOS is more accurate than the BMCSL and eCS EOSs.
Besides the EOSs, we have derived expressions for the excess free energy density for the different orders of the expansion. These lead to results for the wall-fluid surface tension and excess adsorption of a hard-sphere fluid at a planar hard wall, which we compare to simulation data. It is shown that the quantities calculated from the EOS, Eq. ͑25͒, are close to a previous empirical result, 22 which is often quoted as quasiexact. The available simulation data, however, do not allow us to identify which description is more accurate.
In future work, we shall extend the present results to inhomogeneous fluids. Since the new equation of state p ͑3͒ is a function of the weighted densities n 0 , ... ,n 3 , it is possible to follow the lines of Refs. 16 
